
pm* Am GET

The relation of pieces of data, called field values

other can be expressed as a tree-like structure,*

of the tree may contain one or more field values^

p  to each

Each node

The major

file in the system is the Active Patient Record, and all

further examples will refer to this fiiej v/hich is stored on the

The structure of the first few branches of the tree

(nearest the trunk) is reflected by a set of drum pointers

which point from node to node.

Fastrand,

At this level no use is made of proximity of data to

reflect logical connections of data. The interpretation of

these higher levels of the tree are performed by the 1-0

After a certain level, however^ the I-O processor

locates the data connected to a given node called an item

and puts it all in core.

processor,

It is then up to the user program

to trace the tree out to the leaves to locate a given field

value. For example, if the third administration of the fourth

drug of a certain patient were needed, the 1-0 processor,

directed by the user program, would find the patient (first level)

and the particular drug item (second level) and then read

into core the collection of administrations (the item),

program then must interpret this remaining level left in the

tree to find the fourth administration.

The

THE COMMANDS

The user has available a command which will get the information

from an item already in core.

* The most general structure, a connected graph
here.

is not considered
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This "GETtf
command accepts as input:

The core location of the item.

The core location of the map which describes
the format of the item Ci.e,, describes each
of the fields whose values may be in the item).

The number of the particular field described.

The subscripts (or branch number) needed to trace
down the tree to find the value,
is unique to the item, the subscript is unnecessary.)

(If the field

1.

2.

3.

4.

The output of the command is a core pointer to the field value

within the item and the value’s length.

There is a complementary command to put a field value into the’

item. This "PUT" command demands, in addition to the same four

input parameters, the pointer to the information to be "PUT".

The third, and last, command in this micro-file structure

PUT" .begins the item and is executed before the first BGI

needs only the location of an item buffer and the map as input

parameters.

Xt

THE MAP

Since PUT and GET commands simply interpret the map, or format

description, of the item and either file or unfile accordingly,

the specification of the map is basic to the structure of the

item. Although the map in core is actually a complex configu

ration of bits, the existence of "map macros" permit the user

programmer to define maps in the Midas macro-assembly language

without knowledge of the exact bit format of the map. Following

are the macro commands used in specifying a map.
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lo OVERflEi^D q

This raacro has one argurnent, q 3 v/hich is the

length in wor^s of the overhead in the ifcemo

It nnist be the first entry in a mapo

A

2o TREE

This macro has no arguments

per branch at the top level of the itera* iiomediately
following the overhead macro„

It is used once

3o V

This la a macro of no arguments x^hich indicates

a field whose value may vary in lengths

F fe^vjsb

This is a macro of three arguments. It indicates

a field ’whose value is of fixed length,

t is the transform codes which is currently unused,

w is the length in v^ords.

b is the residual length in bits (must be a multiple of 6)

LAST

This is a macro of no arguments which indicates

the beginning of the last (loi-Jest) level of a tree.

5o

6. LB7EL

This macro of no arguments Indicates the beginning

of the anything~but»the-last level of a tree.

7o END

This macro of no arguments indicates the end of

the mapo

16 February 1967
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The details of the actual bit configuration of the map are in

Appendix A, For example^ an APR drug item consisting of the

drug text name, and 30. bit drug number, the time and date of

administration and the text name of the administering nurse would

be as follows:

MAP OVERHEAD 7

TREE

DRGNAM,

DRGNUM,

V

F  0,1,14

LAST

ADMNAM

ADMTD

V9

F 0,2,0

END

The structure of the data described by this map is as follows:

0

drug name

I  drug number

first adra, name

ifirst adm, time
!  anjLjdaifi.

second adm. name

second adm„ time
and date

An example of a penicillin item having the structure described

by the above map and tree diagram is:

penicillin

43

I  Miss

2/3/65 02:00

!  Miss Smith
1

2/3/65 03:00 |

Hiss* Smifli

2/4/65 04:00 i
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The actual item which would be constructfd (using

PUTS”"s) would lookthen a series of T» ! i ke ?

%»BGI and

0
OVERHEAD

G
Ptr to start of strings'

Ptr to end of strings ^I

4 Ptr to tree

Ptr to drug name

Drug num !
I

Start of tree —^ Ptr to end of level
Ptr to adm name!

I

Date and Time

Ptr to adm. name
'1

Date and Time

? Ptr to adra name
J

Date and Time

Text Strings of drug

name and administra

tion names.

t
I

i
1
I

i
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The details of the structure of a "PUT” and "GET"

found in Appendix B,

item are

The distinction between the two tree diagrams is analogovis to

the distinction between a map and an item of the structure

specified by a map. The first tree diagram, like  a map, is

the format or logical relation between fields. The second

tree diagram, like the item, is a collection of data in

a particular relationship.

One other more complex example should illustrate the full

generality of the structures specified by a map.

This map describes the structure of a phone system—it contains

company name, company address, and two trees,

contains a list of secretary names, phone extensions handled

by that secretary, and names of people served by each extension.

The second tree contains a list of names of people, and the

phone extensions where that person might be reached.

The first tree
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The map iss

OVEEHEAD 7

THEE

TREE

MAP2,

COMNAMs

COMADD,

V

V

LEVEL

VSECHAM

LEVEL

F 0,1,0

LAST

EXTHMl,

VNAMSRV

LEVEL

NAM,

LAST

F  0,1,0EXTNM2,

END
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Company Name

Company Address
The data structure Is:

X 4^
Secy Name Secy Name Person PersonI

■i'I
VV

Ext, No. . Ext. No.

Ext, No, Ext. No. I

I  q VV
Person
Served

Person
I Served

« ● «

I
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An example item Is:

Bolt Beranek and Newman

50 Moulton St., Cambridge

k.
L. Green P. Stockwell

I 4_4i!465 464 425
31

C, Jones
k

F. Webb L, Kershaw [L. Kershaw
£

! S. Werner

^ Cappelletti

V/ sKit

If. Webb \C. JonesL. Kershaw Cappelletti S. Wernerl-
L L 314^

|450 465 464 465 465

.425
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The item would look like:

Q

Overhead
e

6
;Ptr to Start of~strings

Ptr to end of sTFings

1

i

Jl*tr to tree

iPtr to tree

iPtr to comp, name

Ptr to comp, add

,_^Ptr to lower level”
I  Ptr to secy numbei*

!

/s/N 1

,_J—Ptr to lower level
i  I

i  i iFtF“^o”'secy”liaiiie

First
Level

I

IFirst Tree
Q

O

I^tr to lower level
t

Ptr to secy name

I^P'tr to lower level
‘Sxt. no c

Ptr to lo\yer level

i

I
iI

!

no.
i

I

jPtr to lower level

[Sxt. no.
I

J

t
Second
Level

i i

I ●VI

See next page
21 3
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1 2 3

iPtr to lower level

■V

'  (Ptr to ead of 1^'eT
Ptr to name

PtFT^^nirae'

Ptr to nameLast
LevelI

I

_^Ptr to name
nPtr to lower

>1/
A/s A  -Ptr to name

Ptr to lower level
First
Level

Ptr to name

iP'tr to Tower”level
;Ptr to name
Ptr to end of level””

Isi/
Second Tree A

Ekt, NbT
fix to No7

Last
Level

ft

fiijrrrHST'iy

Text strings
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THE MAP MACROS”.

Any map must correspond to the following format;

The macro OVERHEAD (must be present)

The maximum overhead count is 15

First;

or 1110 8

The macro TREE—once for each tree in the

item—*all occurrences of TREE must come after

OVERHEAD and before any other map macros.

Second;

Third; The variable fields not in any tree.

Fourth; The fixed length fields not in any tree.

The variable fields must be before the fixed fields.

Fifth; The trees—

General format;

The macros LEVEL or LAST followed by whatever
variable and fixed fields Cin that order)
are on this level of the tree.

The first group of LEVEL'S Cup to and including
the first LAST and its associated fields) are
the first tree, the second gro^lp the second
tree, etc. The macro LAST must appear the
same number of times as the macro TREE did.

Sixth; The macro END C»iust be present)

Between the macro OVERHEAD and the macro END, no lines of

coding should appear except map macros, and address tags.

Any address tags used within a map will be defined relative

to the beginning of the map. That is, address tags within

a map will be equal to the field number of the fields they

reference, as used by ’’PUT” and ’’GET".
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All the macros except LAST and SMD produce a field

TREE and LEVEL produce pointer fields while

Notes

definition.

OVERHEAD produces word 0 of the map, plus field maps for the

pointer to start of variable strings and the pointer to end

of item. An address tag on the OVERHEAD will be defined as

the core origin of the map.

The maximum possible length of a fixed length field is

words plus bits.

THE lOT’Ss

The first of theseThere are 3 lOT's used to manipulate items.

GET” is used to retrieve a pointer to a field valueis ”GET”,

in an item,

parameter block in the AC,

If

GET” is calltf ed with a pointer to a five-word

The parameters are;

Address of a 3-word block of error returns.

These words contain addresses to which GET

will transfer,

too high, subscript error, and attempt to

retrieve a pointer, rather than information.

The errors are field number

First word?

Second word: Field number of field to be retrieved —

address of first word of field map relative

to beginning of item map.

Core address of item.Third word;

Fourth word; Core address of map.
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Pointer to subscripts areao
The subscripts area contains one word for
each level of the tree above the level of
the field we are GETingo This word is the
number cf the branch v/e are interested in

(Mumbering starts with 0)oat tiiat level

rlfth vjord:\

Core address of buffer area (see appendix C)Sixth word:

GETIt is possible to get a subscript error on any levelo

returns in the AG a pointer to the information sought^ and

in the 10 the 3rd word of the field map of this field-°i„e 6 S

the sign bit specifies fixed length or variable (whether the

pointer is a bit pointer or a byte pointer)3 the next 8 bits

are the transform bitSj the next k the word lengthy and the

last 5 the bit length (these lengths are always 1 and 0

respectively^, for variable information) o

9

for a field number error^ the AC is the

ccuplement of the number of vjords beyond the end of the mapo

On error returns3

On the subscript error,, the AC is 0 if the subscript is

e:cactly one too high^ and positive if the subscript is more

than one too higlio

On the pointer errors a pointer to the pointer is returned

anywayo

<1 P*I.5TP -1 0^*7
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^  'Typical ”GISr*’ calling sequence:

liAW A
GET ® lOT X 2300

ERRA.
Mmm
ITM
MAP
SBS

/don”t expect «=CRASH»Ll
ERR,

iE
0

/want fourth adralnisfcratlon
(subscripts start with 0)

3S3Ss

/finishedHALTDONE^.

sets up an "empty” Item at a
ft

The next lOT Is "BOX" - ”BQI

specified location in core-“all bits in each fixed length field
BOX" isare sets and all pointers p«-^lht to empty treeso

called with the map address In the AC and the empty address

in the 10 j, and is a one return lOTo

Tyt^ical calling sequence:

LAW MAP
LIO
BOX ® lOT I 2200

16 February 1967
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A II PUT". ?l put" places information
PUT", like "GET", is

The third and last lOT is
in the appropriate place in the item.,
called v;ith a pointer to a 5»word parameter block in the AC„

«»

Those are:
First word: (I

A pointer to the inforraaticn to be
(Byte pointer for variable informations
bit pointer for fixed length) pointer is
indirectable.

As in "GST"„Second throiagii Fifth words;

i:HIT" has no error return but is an illegal lOT if any errors occur,.

PUT" first does a "GEf V to find a pointe,r to the field, then
BIFT" receivesItIf

II

places the information at the indicated spot,
the "OEf" ei^or "subscript<-one»too=high", the appropriate tree
is expanded by one group, and the information is "PUT", Any

Aother "get" error, except a pointer error, causes  a crash,
PUT" will not allov/ you toIIISOEP" pointer error is ignored,

PUT" a field more than one level below the lowest level that han

"get" subscript
"PUT", Any other

previously been "PUT", and will tolerate the
error only on the level of the field to be
situation v/ill cause a crash.

Typical "POT" calling sequence:
LAW B
PUT’ ® lOT I 2301

B^FO
ABM^AM

B,

mi
FiAP
SBS

3SBS

TSXT/^4ISS ciONES#/INFO,

bruary ±967IS A* V*
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APPENDIX A

Map Structure:

A map consists of a number of individual field maps.

Each field uses 3 words in the map.

Field structure:

Word 0 -

Bit 0 - 0 « primary - i,e. does not occur in any tree;
that is 5 occurs only once in each item.

1 « secondary - i.e, may occur more than once in
each item; that is, a repeated field.

Bit 1 ~ 0 « pointer

1 ̂  information

On secondary only ~

Bit 2 - 0 ® not last level

1 = last level

Bits 3-9 " of words in group

Bits 10-17 - ptr to nesst higher level (relative to start
of map - points to field map of first
field in nest higher le^^el)

Word 1 -

Bits 0 4 - bit position Primary; Relative to beginning
of info, in item.

Sec: Relative to beginning
of group.

Bits 11-17 - word position

Word 2 - Bit 0 ~ 0 - variable (points to strings)

1 - fixed length

transform bits (unspecified)Bits 1-8 -

Bits 9-12 - length of info-words

Bits 13-17 - length of info-bits over last full word.
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Variable fields must have bit position 0, length  1 word.

Pointers must be fixed length — 1-word, bit position 0o

Map structure -

^Bits 0-7 - # words in map.

Word 0 Bits 8-13 - length of primary
info in item

Bits 14-17 - overhead count

1st Field - ptr to string beg. (Primary
pointer - fixed length - word 0)

r..

2nd Field - ptr to end of strings
(Primary pointer-fixed length - word 1)

Tree beg. field maps

Primary pointers - fixed length

Word 2^ o c o

\

Primary information field maps

(Fixed and Variable)

I Trees
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Tree aiap structure -

Ptr to next level field map
Sec. ptr fixed leagth -word 0

1st
f  level

Sec. information field maps

J

\

2nd level (similar to 1st level)

Sec. information field maps last
level

Note: Last level has no ptr to next level,

word in level must be ptr to end of level, thus all word

positions in last level of tree must be incremented by 1
to account for this.

However first
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Page.

DateTitle Exnriinle Mnn

By.

rTAG
OCTAL 0 12 13 K 15 16 17 DECIMAL6  7 8 9 101 2 3 4 5

0S  10

.string fl I 0 I P f ~
'Beg. 2

I

© I 0 I - 2- I
31,3
4

End of (4
Item 51

HI I A 6±A3
AIj^. i..-.7- Tree

;Beg.
8110

nI 9K»
J I

102 P i ^ 1-T
£TMJ 1 1 1

Drgnam|l3

t- r' 12● -A ia 0
13

PJ^ ] - 14
DrgnumjlS

EH /  ̂ 15± id
xTimc 163 I T0

170 I P I " L

Ldin
lA

M. 18

Al 19AdJA 123' Adiri

●Ed. .a. 200 P 1 - ni124
I 2Iiiu>25i ●

22<  .j 26
2327I

2430J
253I
26idb 32
27I ●/ 33
2834
2935
3036i

3I37
32I 40●  . 334l
3442
35^ y 43
3644
3745
3846
3947
4050
4l5I
4252
4353
4454
4555
4656
4757
4860
496I
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APPEiJDD: B

General Structure of PITT and GET Item —

Overhead

Ptr to start
of strings

Relative to

Ptr to end
of strings

Byte pointer to first free byte -
Relative to start of strings

Tree ptrs

Ptrs to beginning of trees
Relative to

Primary
variable ptrs

Relative to start of strings

Primary
Fixed Info

See next page
Trees occur in order pointed to
by tree pointers

Trees

Text
Strings
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Tree structure

Level

Level

Last Level

Level structure Call except last level of a tree)

“"’Ptr to
next 1

ihlo,ori ,ower level Relative to

I  Sec, Variable
i  Pointers Relative to start

of strings+- First group
Sec,

f ixed
Info

' Ptr, to,nextlevel

Sec, Second group

Info,

\
Ptr to next

level
I

Last group' Sec.
i

Info
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Last level structure —

to end of
level

Relative to <.

1st groupSec. Info.

2nd groupSec. Info.

last groupSec. Info.
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Page.

ExaiTiple Item DateTitle

By.

IITAG tZI
OCTAL 0

I
12 13 14 . 15 16 17 DECIMAL2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

00
I

22
OVER 3
HEAD

4

3
4
55
66
7—07 ■“ i

Tree Pttl
Drgnam |2
Drgnum -'13

J .Le-10 1t GJ  M P
4 9

100L A C .
0

124  3
13 I

uTl.... ,^i|5

Admnum 1$ 14373 ¥ P
2/ 3/ 60fl7 15
U2:UU p.M; 16Admtd

^nd

(20
171) n !*21

177 TTT oo” 18'22
^■p- 23 1903:00 P.M.

20f24 G v_>A3rd 212/ 4/ 65'25Grp. 22^ —
23 - -

04:00 P.M.26
E'27 £0

24CIN30
25L-LText 31

String 32
I

264>NI
27SI33
28JS A34
29n; E035
30M©S36
31DS137
32MS40
33T41
341©42
35SS43
36IMS44
37<-H 0T4.5 3846
3947
4050
4151
4252
4353
4454 4555
4656
4757
4860
4961
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GET errors add
FUT info add

FieTd nxiinber

Item address

J^p address

S'obscripts area

Buffer address

Word 0:A Parameters;

1;

2;

3:
4:

5:

The item and map addresses are communicated in the following

manner:

A positive nuinDer is taken as a core addi'^ess

A negative number is taken as the complement of a
drum address

Both item and map must be on the same thirds if both are
on the Fastrand

1

Due to time-sharing bugs In adding words in the middle of an

items any program using the drum features should HOLD the drum

address of the item before using PUT ̂  QET„

released upon returning from FUT or GlffTo

such an item must not be changed while it is held« as PUT may
Thus all programs

The item may be

The rewiite number of

leave a partially modified item on the druiTio

which reference an item which may be used by the drum feature

of FtITs should use HOLD before read5.iig and HOLD must be used

before rewriting such an itenio

IfAll Fastrand errors v?ill be returned directly to the user„

bit 13 is set on the calls and the item has been rev^ritten since

the previous calls either error 2000, rewrite number or 4000,

compare error on scatter-gather may be returned to the usero

Both of these errors mean the same thing, and the recommended

recovery is to reeiiecute the FUT or GET v^Jithout bit 13 seto

l6 Pehruary 1967
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A PUT-GET biiffer area can be established by calling the macro

FUTGET has 3 arguments^ the last

The first 2 arguments are the lengths of buffers

Either of these may be 0

the item or map is in core)o

PDTGE?r3 iflhich is on the ptape„

one optional,,

for the item and the map respectivelyo

if they will not be used ((ioe

The third is the overhead counts vihichj if supplied* vjill mean

o $

that this buffer may be used only for items vJlth this overhead

If it is omitted* enough space vjill be reserved

The minimum length of the Stem

count or lesso

for any possible item'’s overheads

buffer is the length of the longest piece of information that

v/ill be expected in core at one tiraeo

If it is desired to examine infornjation which will not all fit

into the buffer* the location of the information in the item

may be found in the scatter gather table located at the beginning

of the bufferc The format of this table is:

/OVERHEAD READ AREA

/LENGTH

/SKIP

/LENGTH

/RD AREA

/LENGTH

/PErafllNATE

Blip Hh n

OVC 2

BUP

I

RELAD

BUF«{>OVC«i>g“f!=n

m

0

The first command pair reads the overhead of the item* plus

the two vjoi’d.s of PUT and GST overhead at the beginningo

The next is a skip to the beginning of the piece now in eore„

Tne next pair describes the location and length of the piece

If this piece is at the end of the item* the lengthnow in corSo

may be longer than the actual length of information in coreo

i6 Pebn.iary


